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SnowWolf® Introduces QuattroPlowHD™
Heavy-Duty Attachment Brings 4-in-1 Ease, Versatility to Large Machines
Burnsville, Minn. (Oct. 18, 2017) – SnowWolf, an industry leader in snow removal
attachment design and manufacturing, has introduced the QuattroPlowHD™, a highly
versatile snow plow for heavy equipment such as wheel loaders, tractors and backhoes.
The QuattroPlowHD is a larger version of the QuattroPlow™, which SnowWolf
introduced in 2016 for skid steers, compact wheel loaders and smaller tractors. Like the
QuattroPlow, the QuattroPlowHD gives operators the power to efficiently tackle four
distinct functions with one piece of equipment. It’s a high-capacity, hydraulic angle
snowpusher, angle plow with wings, wide-angle plow with wings and backdrag plow, all
in one.
Operators can switch from one type of plowing to another in seconds without leaving the
cab or even pushing a button, and no extra electric harnesses or controllers are
required. They also can set the plow for a fifth function – wide-angle plowing – in 60
seconds or less by leaving the cab to reposition the wing cylinders so the wings only
rotate back 90 degrees.
“In terms of ease, efficiency and value for our customers, the QuattroPlow was an
absolute out-of-the-park homerun,” said SnowWolf Co-CEO and Research and
Development Manager Jerry Holman. “We’re excited about applying the same
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technologies to a brawnier plow to give the same advantages to our customers who use
larger machines for more extensive and challenging snow-clearing jobs.”
QuattroPlowHD
The QuattroPlowHD is available in 10- and 12-foot lengths. When the wings are fully
extended on the 12-foot plow, it is 17 feet wide. The moldboard is 38 inches tall
compared to the QuattroPlow’s 30 inches, and it weighs 280 lbs. per foot compared to
140 lbs. per foot for the smaller attachment.
The attachment’s wings rotate 165 degrees to make it a high-capacity hydraulic
snowpusher when they are all the way forward, and when they’re all the way back it is
an efficient straight or angle plow with wings or backdrag plow with significant
containment and down pressure.
A patented hydraulic smart valve gives operators complete control of the wings without
removing their hands from the steering controls. When they angle the plow all the way
to the right and hold for a few seconds, the smart valve shifts hydraulic fluid to the wing
circuit and both wings move forward to the snowpusher position. When they angle all
the way to the left and hold, the wings move backward to the wing plowing or
backdragging positions. The directions can be switched according to operator
preference.
In the backdrag position, the QuattroPlowHD carries significantly more snow than an
angle plow alone. Operators also can scrape and carry snow effectively backward
without changing the machine’s orientation.
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SnowWolf also incorporated 35-degree-angle tips on the QuattroPlowHD’s wings to
provide greater carrying capacity while minimizing windrows caused by trickling from
the ends of the plow, regardless of the direction the machine is moving.
Like all SnowWolf plow attachments, the QuattroPlowHD can oscillate up to 14 inches
from level so the moldboard can follow contours of the ground and remain in full
contact with the surface nearly 100 percent of the time. This provides a clean scrape
and reduces the amount of salt that needs to be applied.
Innovation-Driven
Additional innovations give the QuattroPlowHD exceptional handling and clearing
effectiveness, and a new, interchangeable system makes it easy to attach it to multiple
machines with different mount styles.
Floating System
The QuattroPlowHD is a fully floating or full down-pressure system, depending on the
conditions and an operator’s preferences.
When it’s in full-floating mode, the plow moves up or down thanks to horizontal bars
that move forward or back through slightly arched slots in plates that are attached to
the frame behind the moldboard. Because it weighs approximately 2,850 to 3,150 lbs.,
the QuattroPlowHD generally doesn’t require down pressure to effectively move snow
and scrape a surface. However, if necessary, an operator can apply full down pressure
by rotating the mount all the way forward.
The user-friendly system also eliminates the need for an operator to tilt and level the
blade repeatedly to ensure it is hitting the surface correctly after setting it down.
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“With the old, rigid design, an operator needed to dial it in perfectly when he set the
blade down and control everywhere it went, up or down, as he was plowing,” Holman
said. “If the ground fell away, like in a loading dock area, the plow sailed off into mid-air
and missed all the snow. With our new system, the operator just sets the blade down
and the plow takes care of the rest.”
With a loader, for example, the operator can program the return-to-dig circuit to lower
and stop at the same elevation every time. The frame will be centered midway through
the slots and the plow will float up or down, up to four inches either way, to follow the
contours of the parking lot without any operator input.
The new system also eliminates premature and uneven wear to the cutting edge.
Because the rigid system required full down pressure at all times, the cutting edge wore
faster overall and some sections wore faster still because the full blade wasn’t always
in complete contact with the surface.
Shorter Frame Length
SnowWolf has reduced the distance from the cutting edge to the back of the attachment
on the QuattroPlowHD by over a foot as compared to its largest plow attachment, the
AlphaPlow. The adjustment makes for a tighter turn radius, provides better overall
maneuverability and reduces stress on the host machine’s components.
Interchangeable Mounting System
A new, interchangeable mounting system makes it quick and easy for a dealer,
contractor or fleet manager to move a QuattroPlowHD from one machine to another,
either for different jobs or when a machine is replaced. This eliminates the need to buy a
new frame for each machine.
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The system consists of machine-specific hooks that connect to a host machine’s
mounting plate. To change from one style to another (i.e., one machine to another), the
user removes four bolts, two on each side of the frame, slides one set of hooks off of the
frame, slides a different set of hooks back on and replaces the bolts. The frame remains
the same regardless of a machine’s mounting plate style.
SnowWolf has designed and manufactured hooks that connect to four different
mounting plate styles: 3-Point Hitch Mount, CAT-IT Mount, CAT Fusion Mount and JRB
Mount.
About SnowWolf
SnowWolf, a WolfDesign® company, is a family-owned snow removal equipment
manufacturer based in Burnsville, Minn. The Holman family started SnowWolf in 1992
after working as landscaping, lawn care and snow removal contractors for many years.
The company develops intelligently designed, professional-grade snow removal
equipment such as straight plows, box pushers and snow blowers, attachments like its
FastTach™, QuattroPlow™, UltraPusherTE and WolfWings™, as well as accessories like
its unique WolfPaws™ tires for skid steers. SnowWolf solutions make operations ranging
from individual contractors to large fleets more efficient and profitable. In addition to
developing innovative products, the company provides industry-leading customer care
and service. More information: SnowWolf, 14311 Ewing Avenue, Burnsville, MN; 800905-2265; 952-224-4430; info@snowwolfplows.com; and snowwolfplows.com.
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